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ABSTRACT
"When I explore the poetics of representation of the Systematic Extermination Process, I said in
Warsaw, I don’t do so as an American looking at Poland and Germany but as someone whose
intellectual and cultural foundations are European. I feel it as much my story as anyone else now
alive and that a part of European culture destroyed here lives on with me, in and as an American,
and is expressed through a commitment to the syncretic and miscegenated poetics of Americas.
The aversion of an originary or authentic or correct language is foundational for the poetics of
Americas and makes a sharp contrast with those European (and American) nationalists that place a
single language as fundamental to national or literary identity or who work to police national
identities in ways that go beyond being born in a place, which, unlike in parts of Europe, is sufficient
for U.S. citizenship. Several years ago, at the urging of my daughter, my father-in-law, who was born
and grew up in Berlin, tried to reclaim his German citizenship under repatriation laws. His request
was denied because he had never actively claimed this citizenship during the Nazi period, when he
was a teenager. He was told that he was Polish, the country of origin of his parents. But he would be
unable to claim Polish citizenship because, for that, knowledge of Polish is required; Yiddish was not
then, nor is it now, considered a proper language of this nation, which was just the problem in the
first place, now compounded. (As long as monoculture laws stand in Poland, the stain of the
destruction of the Jews will be ineradicable.)
The power of American poetry comes from the mixing of many languages and the resistance to the
dominance of any one language, including English – or anyway and one kind of English. As I argue in
“The Poetics of the Americas” in My Way: Speeches and Poems, it is the overturning of standard
English by second languages and vernacular/dialect speakers that defines American poetry, which is
not to say that there is no resistance to this idea in America."
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